We argue that the diffusion-limited aggregation grown with a noise-reduction parameter (8) Simulations of DLA clusters grown on a square lattice using this noise-reduction technique (NRT) lead to a star-shaped object (see Fig. 1 
Since the introduction by Witten and Sander' of a model for diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA), a great deal of work has been done (see Meakin and references therein). This is probably due to both the experimental relevance of the model and to the conceptual problems raised by it.
In the original work of Witten and Sander, ' DLA clusters were self-similar, homogeneous, and isotropic fractals with a density-density correlation function showing power-law decay with distance. The corresponding fractal dimension was independent of the lattice structure. The cluster thus shared the behavior of typical clusters in critical phenomena. Recently, ho~ever, larger clusters obtained by improved simulations seem to indicate some deviations from the above picture. There was the suggestion by Meakin and Vicsek that the DLA cluster is not homogeneous and it shows some anisotropy induced by the underlying lattice, and that the fractal dimension may also depend on the lattice structure.
In order to reduce the noise in the simulation and thus accelerate the asymptotic behavior, a change in the DLA rules has been proposed so that each perimeter site becomes occupied only after being reached 8 times by diffusion particles (8 1 corresponds to the ordinary DLA).
Simulations of DLA clusters grown on a square lattice using this noise-reduction technique (NRT) lead to a star-shaped object (see Fig. 1 In Fig. 3 
